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The third and latest book by celebrated author Christina Oxenberg, Do These
Gloves Make My Ass Look Fat? is a side-splitting collection of Oxenberg’s trueto-life whimsical reminiscences of a nomadic existence within a singularly exotic
background.
The book kicks off with a bang—Christina’s painfully funny retelling of an
excruciatingly slow and awkward blind date with a Hollywood comic legend—and
continues to ricochet among locales and increasingly head-scratching scenarios.
From the posh neighborhoods of New York City and Beverly Hills to the tony
hamlets of the Hamptons and beyond, Do These Gloves Make My Ass Look
Fat? is, in the words of Christina’s erstwhile boss and once-rumored cousin (but
that’s a whole other story!) Robert F. Kennedy Jr., “a laugh on every page.”
Also by Christina Oxenberg:
Royal Blue (https://www.createspace.com/3428451 and for Kindle)
Royal Blue is the story of Maria Moses, the awkward and neglected daughter
of a beautiful, cold princess … “Given that Royal Blue is based on aspects of
the author’s life, it would be an understatement to say that her childhood, was,
even willing for exaggeration, unremittingly awful. A testament to Oxenberg’s
powers of survival, the novel is, at best, reminiscent of early Françoise
Sagan—evocative and surprisingly funny.” (The Times (UK) Literary Supplement)
Taxi (available on Amazon)
“Careening along like its subject, the book carries celebrity chatter, historical
data, scam stories, and a dictionary of hackspeak….Jump in the backseat for
Christina’s raucous rides with exhibitionists, Mafia hit men and military
tacticians and you’ll find the subculture of New York drivers…provocative…”
(Vanity Fair)
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If the name Christina Oxenberg sounds familiar, there’s a reason for it. Called
“one of the most lethal wits of the western world” by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.,
Christina has created a literary niche as unique as her background—the
daughter of a princess and the sister of a Hollywood star—and a
(mis)adventurous life that is at times stranger than fiction.
In Oxenberg’s 1997 second book and first novel Royal Blue, 14-year-old
protagonist Maria Moses returns home for the school holiday to the family house
in England, only to find that the property had been sold a month earlier—an
incident Oxenberg says actually happened. Not only had her mother forgotten to
tell her, she’d also moved to America, leaving no forwarding address. “I regaled
my friends with all the hilarious details of this story,” she says, “and it was only
their distressed expressions that gave me cause to question if what my mother
had done was all that unusual.”
In Christina’s life, “unusual” was always a relative term. A direct descendant of
George I of Greece and Tsar Alexander II, her maternal grandparents—Princess
Olga of Greece and Prince Regent Paul of Yugoslavia—were exiled after dictator
Josip Broz Tito took power. Christina went to 14 different schools (in England,
Spain, and the United States), backpacked in Asia, lived all over the world, and
married and divorced the painter Damian Elwes (brother of The Princess Bride’s
Cary Elwes). In between, she found work as an assistant to Paul Simon, a door
girl at the Roxy, and in public relations and party planning, and founded an
eponymous knitwear line featuring luxurious, sustainable musk ox fiber.
Christina’s third and newest book, Do These Gloves Make My Ass Look Fat?
is a side-splitting collection of Oxenberg’s true-to-life whimsical reminiscences of
a nomadic existence within a singularly exotic background.
Of her famously strained relationships with her royal mother and regal sister,
Christina remains sanguine: “We’re Serbian,” she says with a shrug. “We’re
genetically programmed to squabble.”
Books by Christina Oxenberg:
Do These Gloves Make My Ass Look Fat? https://createspace.com/3449495
Royal Blue https://www.createspace.com/3428451
Taxi http://www.amazon.com/Taxi-ChristinaOxenberg/dp/0704325179/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1286656662&sr=1-1

What People Are Saying About Christina Oxenberg…
“Oxenberg has always scandalized polite society—she is, after all, the daughter of a royal
princess—and has chosen to live in the manner of her writing: outrageously, ironically, comically
at times, but fearlessly brave and above all true and fresh.” —Taki Theodoracopulos
“…One of the most lethal wits of the western world.” —Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
“Oxenberg depicts in exquisite detail the grotesque side of privilege.” —Dominick Dunne
“Cynics will want to knock it, considering the pedigree it comes from, but that will be tough
because Royal Blue’s version of a bad and privileged childhood is funny, fetching, and full of
gorgeous writing with a deep, tugging undercurrent of melancholy. Its intimate rendering of wealth
without cliché is a triumph—imagine Evelyn Waugh rewriting Eloise. For a first novel, what’s most
remarkable is that there’s not a bum sentence in the entire thing.” —Bret Easton Ellis
“Oxenberg’s musings on local culture suggests a style that hints of Tom Wolfe, but with the
detached wry and dry observation of Joan Didion, tossed with more than a splash of charming,
classy, self-depreciating amusing neurotica that is all her own.” —Dale Launer
“[Royal Blue’s] characters are rich and beautiful, and its settings exotic…described with cool
detachment and a touch of humour…” —The Times (UK)
“Oxenberg shows herself a master
—The Independent on Sunday (UK)
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“A testament to Oxenberg’s powers of survival, [Royal Blue] is, at best, reminiscent of early
Francoise Sagan—evocative and surprisingly funny.” —The Times (UK) Literary Supplement
“[Royal Blue] is a controlled and vivid account of a sensitive child’s survival in the milieu of the
fabulously rich…. The catalogue of callousness is shocking.” —The Guardian (UK)
“Careening along like its subject, the book carries celebrity chatter, historical data, scam stories,
and a dictionary of hackspeak….Jump in the backseat for Christina’s raucous rides with
exhibitionists, Mafia hit men and military tacticians and you’ll find the subculture of New York
drivers more provocative than either the Dynasty shenanigans of her big sister, Catherine, or the
globe-trotting antics of her divorced parents…” —Vanity Fair
“…Do These Gloves Make My Ass Look Fat? is sure to make more than a few people laugh out
loud.” —East Hampton Independent
“Darkly funny.” —The Chicago Tribune
“Oxenberg creates a languid, ferociously beautiful and barbarous world, with an atmosphere
reminiscent of that which pervades the work of F. Scott Fitzgerald…. It is an awful story in many
ways, but one in which a laugh is never far away.” —The Independent UK, Sunday Review
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